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Porsche is the internal designation for the Porsche sports car manufactured and sold by
German manufacturer Porsche between as Model Year and The was an evolution of the
preceding , with the most significant changes being interior and exterior styling, the most
notable being the replacement of the "fried egg" headlamps used on the with the classic "bug
eye" units. Larger inch wheels were fitted as standard, and other engineering changes include
slightly increased power; however, the car is technically very similar to its predecessor. A new
S version was offered, with additional power from a slightly larger engine, sports suspension,
and sports exhaust. During , Porsche updated the line-up including styling changes, a revised
engine with direct injection and the introduction of the company's new "PDK" dual clutch
transmission. As a result, the updated models were faster, lighter and more fuel efficient than
the outgoing versions, with improved handling. The received mostly positive reviews from the
worldwide motoring press; even British motoring journalist Jeremy Clarkson , a known
detractor of Porsche cars, [1] noted that the will "make love to your fingertips and stir your soul.
By February , just a few months into the development programme that began in the fourth
quarter of , designers were already at work on the body design. After numerous reviews during
the rest of and full size clay models built from into , a final design by designer Grant Larson was
approved. Early prototypes were built in late for testing, based on the newly set parameters.
However, the most notable aesthetic difference between the and the was the return to oval
headlights like those of pre Carreras, with separate indicator units. The interior was re-designed
with new controls; however, it was more reminiscent of classic interiors than of the outgoing
The body in general remained low profile with a drag coefficient of 0. Even the rear tail comes
up slightly higher on the cabriolets to compensate for differences in drag over the canvas top
vs. The cabriolet had factory optional hard tops that provided better protection from unexpected
weather conditions than the conventional canvas top. It is interchangeable with that available
on the late cabriolet models. The hardtop provides a winter option to cabriolet owners. The
vehicle included an Azurro California-colour scheme similar to the colour found on the Porsche
, a vehicle identification number VIN which ended with the production number and special
commemorative badging and door sills, Sport Chrono Package Plus system, and optional
Porsche Ceramic Composite Brakes. The car bearing chassis number was transferred to the
Porsche Museum in Stuttgart , Germany. One PCA member won the car bearing chassis number
in a sweepstakes drawing. The remaining 48 units were sold to randomly chosen U. After ,
unsold units were made available to the general public. The Targa 4 and 4S versions were
introduced in Like its predecessors, the and , the Targa is equipped with a glass roof system.
When the glass roof is retracted, a small glass deflector is raised above the windshield to aid
aerodynamic stability. Unlike previous versions, the Targa was only available with all-wheel
drive. Targa 4 models are slightly slower than the hard top Carrera models because of the
heavier roof and the all-wheel-drive system. The Targa became available in the fall of as a
Model. In the first year, Porsche produced 1, cars worldwide with sold in the US market out of
the 38, models produced in total. It featured a new front bumper with LED turn signal strips
integrated in the air intakes; the fog lamps were moved to the corners of the bumpers. Large air
vents fore and aft of the rear wheels provide other obvious visual cues of the Turbo model. The
turbo utilises the wide body shell of the AWD models, giving it a more aggressive stance than
the base models. Also featured was a retractable rear wing, as used on the Turbo along with air
vents on the rear quarter panels in order for effective engine cooling. The turbochargers are
fitted with a two-stage resonance intake system. The Variable Turbine Geometry incorporates
guide vanes on the turbine wheel that change their angle of attack with exhaust speed, reducing
turbo lag at low speeds while opening up to prevent excessive back pressure at high RPM. The
optional Sport Chrono package allows the Turbo to overboost for ten seconds 1. The brakes
were mm diameter at the front and mm at the rear. The Porsche Turbo Cabriolet became one of
the fastest convertible sports cars in production. At its release, the Porsche generation GT2 was
the most powerful and fastest road-going ever to have been sold to the public. The GT2's
engine was based on the existing 3. Further, a full titanium exhaust system was fitted to the GT2
contributing to reduced weight as compared to the turbo. Despite the power hike, Porsche
claims fuel consumption at full throttle is improved by 15 percent compared with the Turbo. The
only transmission available is a 6-speed manual. The GT2 was the first Porsche equipped with
launch control. The appearance of the GT2 is slightly different from its sister-car, the Turbo, in a
few ways. It does away with fog lights in the front bumper and has integrated turn signals in the
front air intakes, has a revised front lip, has a larger rear wing with two small air scoops on
either side , and has a different rear bumper now featuring titanium exhaust pipes. Like previous
GT3 models, it is a way for Porsche to homologate aerodynamic features for racing, as well as
to offer race cars for customer teams. The engine has the same displacement as the Turbo, but
does away with the turbochargers and uses a new variable intake system. The 3. The GT3's

body work includes a special front bumper which increases cooling for the front-mounted
radiators as well as a split spoiler at the rear. The GT3 also includes a special rear bumper and
center tailpipes which draw heat away from the engine. The GT3 is more driver-friendly than its
predecessor, with "comfort" seats and the Porsche Communication Management system
installed. The special RS model [12] came without most of these luxuries to focus more on
track-orientated driving although the car is still road-legal. The RS trim also included a full roll
cage and carbon fibre seats along with a large fixed rear wing to add to that
race-car-for-the-road feel. According to testing carried out by several [ who? The received a
mid-cycle refresh in for the model year. The updated model range was unveiled at the Paris
Auto Show in September Production of the refreshed model began in late On 6 June , these
changes to the Porsche were revealed on the Porsche website. The updated Targa 4 and Targa
4S models were announced on 28 July The Targa now had a glass roof made of a special glass
that repelled UV rays from entering the car. The facelifted version of the Turbo was unveiled at
the Frankfurt Motor Show. It received a completely new 6-cylinder, 3. The previous engine's
Nikasil cylinder liners were replaced with an Alusil block that combined the cylinders and
crankcase into an integrated casting for each bank, thus reducing weight in contrast to a
separate cylinder block and crankcase for each bank. The dry sump lubrication system in the
Turbo is different from other models in that it uses integrated oil reservoirs at the bottom of the
engine, separate from the crank case and utilises six oil pumps due to the forced induction
nature of the engine. The engine gets the direct fuel injection and a compression ratio of 9. The
intake manifold is a slightly larger unit, adopted from the outgoing GT2 along with slightly larger
intake valves, wheels for the Turbochargers and intercoolers. The exhaust system is also more
refined and aids in the power increase while improving fuel economy. The suspension system
was also revised and had a new software to enhance handling. The all-wheel-drive system from
BorgWarner also received new software for more linear delivery of power to the front wheels.
The Turbo was available with a manual gearbox or the optional 7-speed PDK dual-clutch
gearbox, which replaced the Tiptronic. The model could also be ordered with PTV, Porsche
Torque Vectoring, which will brake the inner wheel to provide turning-torque through a curve.
The look of the facelifted model was left mostly untouched from the original turbo. The exhaust
pipes are now also "fatter" and the standard 19 in wheels now have a new design. Thanks to
revised dynamics the facelifted can handle 1. Models equipped with the PDK also include an
optional 3-spoke steering wheel with gearshift paddles as an alternative to the standard steering
wheel with shift buttons. Production versions went on sale in Germany in November Maximum
torque of was available between 2, rpm and 4, rpm. The Turbo S, by contrast to the regular
Turbo, was configured to operate with a higher boost pressure level, which means that their
maximum torque of was available for an unlimited period. Total downforce was doubled, and for
the first time stability control was offered to help less experienced drivers. Sales began in
September for all regions except China. Features included titanium double exhaust pipes,
carbon fibre rear spoiler lip Gurney flap and rear lid ram air scoop, carbon fibre front above
bumper air outlet and rear-view mirrors, aluminium 19in forged alloy wheels made specifically
for the car with central locking nuts. A roll cage and a fire extinguisher was optional in the UK.
The GT3 RS is a high performance version of the GT3 with a higher engine power output, lower
weight and shorter transmission ratios, as well as having upgraded body and suspension
components, designed for homologating the race version of the GT3. The transmission has
shorter ratios than found in the GT3 for improved acceleration. Dynamic engine mounts are
standard and serve to improve the car's handling to an even higher level. Other features include
PASM suspension, titanium connecting rods, a wider front and rear track, a large fixed rear wing
made from carbon fibre, a standard roll cage, and corresponding decals. The vehicle was
unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor Show. Production model began delivery in â€” Sales began in
January It was the fastest and the most powerful built of its generation. According to Porsche
Motorsports manager Andreas Preuninger, the RS was conceived around as a skunk-works
effort. When the dust settled, Porsche claimed that test driver Timo Kluck had supposedly
eclipsed that target by nine seconds. In , Porsche launched a new, mid-level coming in above
the Carrera and below the GT3. The car also has an upgraded 3. In , Porsche introduced a new
Speedster variant having a production run of units only, the production number coming from
the iconic car of the s. It was the third production Speedster made, preceded by the and
generations the generation didn't have a regular production speedster variant and the
generation didn't have a speedster variant at all. Only two colours were offered, Pure Blue
which was developed specifically for the Speedster and Carrara White. Paint To Sample
versions were produced in very limited numbers. Front dive planes provided additional
downforce up front. Production was limited to only cars. All models include standard 6-speed
manual transmission. The hoods were sold to raise funds for CITYarts, a New York City-based
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Cayenne 92A. Cayenne 9Y0. People who like s really like s. They know every branch, every root,
every wrinkle in the bark of the rear-engine Porsche family tree. They can tell optional ceramic
brakes at 10 paces it's the color of the calipers. They can spot power-upgraded models by the
shape of the tailpipes. That's how any cult works--and Porsche is feeding the cult with the
Series Carrera 4. The true believer will instantly pick one out from a collection: the C4 and C4S
have wider rear tracks than a standard Carrera and S, wider tires, and, in consequence, wider
rear fenders that make the cars look more voluptuous. But the difference, at 1. So, if you own
that car, you can gladly know your fellow initiates will recognize your discernment. That's one
reason the new C4 is wider. There's another, too. Previously, the extra weight of the 4WD
versions meant they were slower than the pure rear-drivers around a dry racetrack. The greater
tire and tread width of the new C4 makes it corner faster in the dry than a Cand a lot faster in the
wet. What else? The transmission six-speed manual or five-speed Tiptronic feeds a forward
propshaft that mates to a viscous coupling unit with a front differential. The torque split is just
five percent to the front in normal running, rising to a maximum of 40 percent if rear traction is
under duress. The front axle is the same as the undriven one, save for hubs that accept the
driveshafts and higher spring and damper rates to support the extra weight. To maintain
fuel-tank capacity, the bulkhead is reshaped normally, it's the same as the Boxster's and has a
saddle tank installed over the propshaft, an expensive item because it needs two pumps, but it
fits in That new bulkhead also gets tandem-servo brakes as opposed to single on the regular
car, and the system has the added function of emergency-brake assist. By sacrificing the spare
wheel, trunk size also is undamaged, but it's reshaped and can now, Porsche coyly says, hold a
crate of beverages. As with the two-wheel-driver, the C4 experience comes in two strengths: the
standard model for the spotters' FAQ, that's twin oval tailpipes has 3. The standard car's rolling
stock is inch tires, the S having 19s and adaptive dampers as standard--both optional on the
base car. Other options include ceramic brakes and the Sport Chrono pack, which, at the touch
of a button, sets more aggressive programs for throttle response, adaptive dampers, stability
control, and Tiptronic shift points. It also brings a dashtop stopwatch with memory function to
spool back lap times from the comfort of the pit lane. All-wheel drive isn't necessary for
immense grip on a Porsche Nor traction. But when the going gets extreme--rocketing out of
hairpins or encountering damp or dusty pavement--the new version gets on with the job, where
its two-wheel-drive brother scrabbles, or activates its stability system, or even gets some
tail-slide action. What it does, like every , is alter its attitude. Turn-in under throttle, and the light
nose will understeer. Add power and things even out. This of course is what makes a a delight
on smooth roads. Go over a crest in a bend and feel the steering lighten, the nose edge
outward. Feel the front rise up as the back drops into a dip. That's a wonderful thing, unless that
roadway gets too roller coaster, and then a will feel at sea. The C4, with its extra nose weight
and stabilizing traction, changes its attitude less than any before it--but it's still a The car's
motions and exertions operate around its engine, whereas in a well-developed mid-engine

car--and there's no higher example than the Boxster and Cayman--the driver is the fulcrum. This
peculiar feeling is why true believers love them and will accept no substitute and why only a C2
will do because a C4, in feeling more normal, becomes less of a But, for some, the extra stability
and all-weather ability more than make up for it. Among sports cars, Porsche's safety, reliability,
and build quality are incomparable. A has such a superbly developed driveline, it's unbelievably
cooperative to drive in traffic. It's compact though this is the widest yet. And, in this generation,
none of the gorgeous steering sensitivity or feedback is lost in return for the extra security. C4
or C4S? Yes, there's more urge in an S--and more grip. But it takes a back-to-back drive for it to
be an issue. If you have the extra cash, splash it on the S. If not, be content with the base Ceven
if fellow cultists will know you have the pound-weakling tailpipes. Oh, and by the way, here's a
cheat's way to spot the all-wheel-drive car's extra girth if you find the curve of the fender too
subtle to be sure of. Look at the taillamp cluster. The C4's outer edge is recessed into the
surrounding bumper by a fraction of an inch. The C2 has a smooth transition. If you need to
remain an elder in the faith, you must know this. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Paul Horrell writer the Manufacturer photographer. Fall Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Still the quintessential sports car after four decades, the Porsche has a unique blend of style,
performance and sound that's unmatched by anything on the road. A decade after designing the
legendary Volkswagen, Dr. Ferdinand Porsche came up with a sports car derivative of his
famous "people's car" called the Light and sporty but notoriously underpowered, the developed
a loyal following throughout the s and early '60s. Not wanting to offend their die-hard fans,
Porsche executives decided a new model needed to be introduced for that could carry on the
rear-engine tradition made famous by the Ferdinand's son Ferry was commissioned with the
task of designing the car, and the result was introduced to the world as the all-new Porsche
Forty years later, the is celebrated around the world as one of the most legendary sports cars
ever built, and the Teutonic road warrior has been completely redesigned to commemorate the
occasion. Porsche aficionados and the automotive press alike complained when an all-new
debuted in with slippery new styling and a liquid-cooled engine, claiming the car fell a little too
far from the family tree. There's no denying that from a performance standpoint, however, this
latest generation of the Porsche has been the best ever. Last year, Porsche gave the its first
major update since ' The updated commonly referred to as the "" has a cleaner look to it while
also containing some retro-themed style elements, such as upright round headlights and flared
wheelwells. The interior is now a lot better in terms of comfort and style, and new high-tech
options such as satellite navigation and a Bose surround-sound stereo make the German sports
car a relatively practical choice for commuters with a need for speed. The standard power plant
is a 3. Apart from the larger displacement, the S differs from the standard Carrera by the
following standard equipment: an active suspension system, stability control, larger brakes with
red calipers, inch wheels instead of the Carrera's inchers, bi-xenon headlamps, a sportier
steering wheel, faux aluminum cabin trim and a silver-colored logo mounted on the rear deck
lid. While the first of these new-generation models were rear-drive coupes, has brought
tenacious grip courtesy of an available all-wheel-drive system in the Carrera 4. No matter which
one you choose, few rivals can match the Porsche in terms of performance, luxury and heritage.
The Porsche is available as a coupe or a convertible Cabriolet body style. Four main models are
available: the rear-wheel-drive Carrera and Carrera S and the all-wheel-drive Carrera 4 and
Carrera 4S. Base Carreras come with inch wheels, full power accessories and automatic climate
control. The S versions are more performance-oriented and have additional equipment like inch
wheels, active suspension management technology, larger brakes, bi-HID headlights, a sports
steering wheel and unique exterior and interior trim. Should potential buyers have additional
money, Porsche conveniently offers a dizzying array of options on which to spend it. Highlights
include high-performance ceramic disc brakes and a Sport Chrono package that records and
displays lap times. For , there's also a "Club Coupe" model that comes standard with most of
the 's go-fast hardware, including the hp engine power package. The standard Carrera comes
with a 3. The next step up the performance ladder is the Carrera S, which has a 3. Both engines
come standard with a six-speed manual transmission; a five-speed Tiptronic automatic is
optional. An optional Carrera engine performance package boosts output to Porsche claims that
the regular Carrera can reach 60 mph in 4. The all-wheel-drive Carrera 4 and Carrera 4S can
divert anywhere from 5 to 40 percent of engine power to the front wheels for added grip. Six
airbags, four-wheel antilock disc brakes and stability control are included on all models. An
active suspension management system is optional on the Carrera, and standard on the Carrera
S. A tire-pressure monitoring system is also available. Driven at normal speeds the delivers a
firm but mostly pleasant ride that's suitable for daily commutes, but the growl of the flat six
behind the driver is a welcome reminder that this is no vanilla passenger car. Lay into the
power, and the Porsche comes alive. The variable-rate steering feels slightly numb at certain

speeds, but turns in with precision and is largely unaffected by uneven tarmac. The brakes are
powerful, and respond promptly thanks to a large booster and optional composite rotors. It
requires a skilled driver to extract the car's full potential, but thanks to the Porsche Active
Suspension Management system, even those who only scratch the surface will be thrilled with
the results. The Cayenne-inspired interior of the Porsche features a single-pod gauge cluster
and supportive bucket seats. Also standard is a nine-speaker sound system, but a speaker
Bose surround-sound system is optional for true audiophiles. Large footwells and a steering
column that tilts and telescopes create more head- and legroom than previous generations.
Optional amenities include heated memory seats with pneumatically adjustable cushions and
backrests. It's nearly midnight in southern France. Instead of throwing away Euros in the
casinos of Monte Carlo, we're sitting on the side of the road in the new Porsche Carrera 4S
getting a hard lesson in the business practices of the local gas stations and the accuracy of the
's fuel computer. The former aren't open on Sunday nights, and when the latter says you have
one mile to empty you better see some pumps or you're walking. The gas tank is dry and it's all
our fault. We could have eased up back in the canyons, but this wouldn't let us. With all-wheel
drive, upgraded brakes and a set of inch rear tires that would impress the local Viper club, the
Porsche C4S gives you too many reasons to keep the pedal down when the roads are right. We
did and we're paying the price. We don't regret it for a second. It uses the same tail-mounted 3.
The rear wheels aren't any bigger, but wider tires and more offset increase the rear track by 1.
Extended bodywork stretches to cover the wider tires adding nearly 2 inches to the width of the
rear end. Altogether, the new hardware adds only pounds to the C4S versus the
rear-wheel-drive model. The standard Carrera already has some of best brakes in the business,
but the Carrera 4S takes the system one step further with two new software functions. The first
system predicts that if you abruptly lift off the throttle you're probably headed for the brake
next. To give the brakes a head start, it sends fluid to the calipers so they'll squeeze down to
reduce the gap between the pads and the rotors. The second system works like an emergency
brake assist by applying full power during a hard stop even if you don't. Also specific to the
Carrera 4S is a set of small sill spoilers that direct air around the larger rear tires to help the C4S
maintain the same 0. There's also a redesigned underbody tray that directs air to the viscous
coupling and front differential to help maintain more stable fluid temperatures. Start to drive
aggressively and the system will automatically firm the dampers up, but only to a point. Press
the Sport button on the dash and the suspension steps it up a notch. The computer still actively
adjusts each damper, but does so with maximum performance as its goal. There's also an
optional Sports Chrono package that takes it one step further. Its Sport mode automatically
engages the most aggressive shock settings in addition to quickening the throttle response and
loosening the reins of the stability control system. Like the Carrera S, the 4S has a firm,
sometimes harsh ride. Even in its Normal setting, you not only feel every bump in the road, you
hear them shudder through the cabin. Dialing up Sport mode makes every jolt that much
sharper. As much as the has been softened over the years it's still serious about performance,
so you better be, too. Pulling Your Way Through the Turns Accelerating through the gears, the
car's extra curb weight is completely unfelt. There's no awkward feedback from the steering
either. The 3. A hard launch will generate a strange noise or two from the all-wheel-drive
system, but with so much rubber in back, the front wheels don't do much until you hit the
canyons. It's not until you lay into it around a tight bend that you begin to appreciate the
Carrera 4's extra grip up front. Unlike the standard Carrera, which requires just the right amount
of throttle, steering and confidence to get around a corner quickly, the 4S just yanks you around
it. You never feel the power shifting between the front and rear wheels, it just goes right where
you point it. In Sport mode the C4S is about as good as a street-legal road car gets. There's no
roll in turns and no dive when you hammer on the brakes. The steering couldn't get any better
and even the stability control system stays out of the way. As long as you keep into the throttle
it puts the power where it's needed most, making you feel like a driver three times as talented.
Considering that most of us are only half as good as we think, you come out ahead. The Used
Porsche is offered in the following submodels: Coupe, Convertible. Available styles include
Carrera S 2dr Convertible 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds' car,
SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified
pre-owned CPO Porsche for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and
then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale
near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Porsche Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car

buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Porsche
lease specials Check out Porsche lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Relatively small fuel tank,
useless rear seats, outlandish option prices. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , Porsche adds an all-wheel-drive
option to its latest version of , which was introduced last year. The all-wheel-drive models bear
the expected Carrera 4 and Carrera 4S nameplates. More power will be available for the Porsche
, as well, through a horsepower Carrera power kit. Other changes this year include an improved
navigation system, an optional electronic logbook, new inch wheels, a tire-pressure monitoring
system and an automatic cut-off switch for the front-passenger airbag. In other news, Porsche
has phased out the Turbo, GT2 and GT3 models, which were available as carryovers from the
generation last year. Don't worry, new versions of these will show up in coming years. Read
more. Write a review See all 43 reviews. I am the proud owner of a , Porsche Carrera Coupe! I
feel like a combat fighter pilot on a mission. Talk about stress therapy, drive a and feel
invigorated every time you take the perfect apex. Read less. I purchased this car used one year
ago and I am still going around driving it just for fun on a daily basis. This car is just plain fun to
drive. It picks you up, keeps you happy. For a car I cannot think of a better purchase. Got K?
Looks like a Go Cart. Stiff American muscle car, no sophistication. Sorry, but this car is tops.
Expensive but not unreal. I can think of no faults. Sure, it could use a blue tooth and XM Radio
options but this is just a classy, amazing automobile. Buy one before life passes you by! Oh,
and if you live in a nice climate get the convertible!! Amazing car. There is no
small engine repair manuals download
2006 ford fiesta owners manual
1987 ford mustang stereo wiring harness color code schematic
Substitute. I have purchased my first Porsche, a C4S. I have owned many cars to include a
BMW M3. Nothing compares to a ! A Porsche is a Porsche but, the Carrera is a very special
Porsche; which can be told by the amount of people that are still hand making them compared
to the other Porsche models. I don't have to consistently say the is an awesome car, go and test
drive one yourself and become a believer. Don't worry about Bluetooth, iPod connections, cup
holders, etc, etc! This is the epitome of a sportscar, not and SUV! Don't cry about creature
features, just enjoy the pleasurable driving experience on a daily basis as Porsche intended you
too from the beginning! This is the best car I have ever owned! I had a BMW M3 before this, but
the is definitely a car for the true enthusiast. See all 43 reviews of the Used Porsche Write a
review. Nothing is changed from the much improved interior of the standard model. Just keep
an eye on that gas gauge. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up.

